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1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE WEEKLY SITREP FOR THE MENTIONED PERIOD.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

WEEKLY UPDATE COVERING PERIOD 28 JUN 94 TO 03 JUL 94.

1. HIGHLIGHTS. THE GEN SITUATION OBSERVED TO BE TENSE DURING THE WEEK. BOTH THE Factions CONTINUED TO EXCHANGE OF ARMY/NOTARS, HMG AND BAD FIRE AS RPF KEPT ON PRESSURING ON RGF POSITION IN THE CITY. RGF ALSO RETALIATED WITH LESS INTENSITY DUE TO SHORTAGE OF AMMUNITION. FIGHTING WERE MAINLY CENTERED AROUND KIMIHURURA, NYAMABE, CAMP KYCHIRU, CITY CENTER, VILLAGE UBUGHIRI AND QADAPI CROSSING. RPF CONTINUED TO ISOLATE AND SQUEEZE RGF POSITIONS WITH A VIEW TO CLEAR KIGALI BEFORE THE FRENCH TROOPS INTERVENTION. DURING THE LATER PART OF THE WEEK RPF LAUNCHED A MAJOR OFFENSIVE ON RGF POSITIONS IN CAMP KYCHIRU AND KIMIHURURA AND ACHIEVED VICTORY BY CAPTURING ALL THE RGF POSITIONS INCLUDING THE RGF HQ. RGF VACATED THE POSITIONS OVER NIGHT, LEAVING BEHIND THEIR ARMS, AMMUNITION, VEHICLES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT. THEY WITHDREW HURRIEDLY. RGF ARE NOW REPORTED TO BE LOCATED 20 KMS NORTH OF KIGALI. THE BATTLE SCENARIO IN THE SOUTH ALSO HAVE A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE. RPF IS QUITE CLOSE TO BUTARE IN THE SOUTH AND RESUMED THEIR ADVANCE TOWARDS SOUTH WEST OF THE COUNTRY. IT IS ALSO REPORTED THAT RPF HAVE STALLED THEIR ADVANCE 10 KMS SHORT OF GIKONGORO TO AVOID ANY CONFRONTATION WITH THE FRENCH TROOPS LOCATED AT GIKONGORO. THE DISPOSITION OF THE BOTH Warring Factions HAS NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE. HILITIA AND INTERAHAMWE CONTINUED THEIR ACTIVITIES IN THE RGF CONTROLLED AREAS, AFTER THE FALL OF KIGALI HOST OF THE HILITIA/INTERAHAMWE FLED AWAY WITH THE RGF AND A LOT OF THEM WERE ARRESTED BY RPF AFTER THE BATTLE OF KIGALI. THE FRENCH COALITION FORCES CONTINUED THEIR HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES IN THE WESTERN PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. FRENCH HAVE EVACUATED 600 ORPHANS FROM BUTARE TO GOHA BY ROAD AND HELICOPTER. HOWEVER THEY DID NOT FACE ANY DIFFICULTIES DURING THEIR EXERCISE. THE FRENCH WANTED A WELL DESARNEZED PROTECTION ZONE IN THE WESTERN PART OF RWANDA. FRENCH STATED THAT THEY HAVE COM TO RWANDA ON A HUMANITARIAN TASKS AND THEY DO NOT HAVE ANY INTENTION TO CAPTURE OR FIGHT WITH THE RPF BUT IF RPF WANTS CONFRONTATION IN THAT CASE FRENCH WILL ALSO RETALIATE. SO FAR FRENCH TROOPS DID NOT ESTABLISH ANY CONTACT WITH RGF AS WELL AS RPF. THEY ARE ONLY FOLLOWING THEIR INTENTION TO CARRY OUT HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. UNAMIR COULD ESTABLISH AN UNI/UNICEF TEAM AT BUTARE TO MAKE CLOSE CONTACT WITH FRENCH COMMAND AND RGF. THE UNICEF TEAM VISITED THE INSTALLATION OF THE FRENCH TROOPS IN GOHA. FORCE COMMANDER NOT THE FRENCH TROOPS COMMANDED IN GOHA ON 30 JUN 94. A CONVOY OF 3 X H-113 APCs, FUEL AND RATIONS ARRIVED IN KIGALI FROM KINSHASA. A RECON TEAM FROM THE CANADIAN SIGNAL SQUADRON ARRIVED DURING THE PERIOD. A HIGH LEVEL HUMANITARIAN DELEGATION LED BY HIS EXCELLENCY EVANS, HEAD OF UN DEPT AT UK FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICER VISITED KIGALI TO GET FIRST HAND IMPRESSION ON THE SITUATION IN RWANDA. THE FIRST RECREATIONAL TRIP TO NAIROBI HAS STARTED DURING THIS WEEK BY SENDING TWO OFFICERS AND 50 TROOPS FOR A PERIOD OF ONE WEEK. NORMAL ESCORT DUTIES UP TO KAGIMBA WERE CARRIED OUT FOR THE PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI VIA KINSHASA.
3. **POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.** The Government of Guinea Bissau has supported the French Initiative and they also stated their readiness to send their troops. The Secretary General of the Custom Union of Central Africa has also declared the support of all members for the French Initiative. During the Francophone countries meeting in Libreville only Senegal has stated their readiness to join the French and others want their troops to be sent as a part of UNAMIR. The Bourchereur of Kigali has welcome the French Intervention. He has called the local population at Gisenye to contribute money to equip and train the militia. The Rwandan Students Front League supports the French Intervention and asked the government to continue the civil defense program. Cardinal Ciacco visited RPF Zone through Ugandan border. He was welcomed by the President of the RPF in Byumba. Thousands of Tutsis demonstrated against the French presence in Rwanda. The RPF political leadership continues to say that any attempt by the French to halt their advance will be met with force. French Defense Minister and Minister of Humanitarian Action inspected the French troops in Kande. They also visited the refugee camps of Nyarugusu and Kibeho. 01 Jul 94 was observed as Rwanda Independence Day. People expected presence of the members of the Government in Kigali for the celebration. The French FM has reported to be in South Africa where he requested South Africa to support the operation Turquoise. The political situation in Burundi observed to be deteriorated. President Museveni of Uganda has stated that the Rwandese problem has to be solved by the Rwandese themselves.

3. **MILITARY.**

A. **Factional Activities.**

1. *RPF,* RPF continued their pressure on RGF pockets of resistance in Kyegu, Kigezi, village Uguroko, Nyamirando and the city Centre throughout the week with anti-mortar, MG and SA's fire. They also reinforced their troops into Kigali from the north. Information reveals that RPF had a clash with French troops around Butare. On early morning of 3 July 94 RPF launched a major offensive on RGF positions in Camp Kibuye and Kimirura. They kept on pounding on RGF positions on Butet Kigali and Kibuye. Gendarmes Camp through out the day. On night 3 July 94 RGF vacated all of their positions from Kigali city leaving behind arms, ammunition, vehicles and other equipment. RPF have suggested an immediate deployment of UNAMIR armed contingents to replace the French troops in order to avoid any confrontation with the French. It was suspected that RPF may announce a Govt. soon in view of the military victory in Kigali. They have also lifted the restriction which was imposed on the movement of UNAMIR during the Kigali battle. Their advance westward in the South stalled 10 km short of Kigogoro to avoid unnecessary confrontation with the French troops deployed in that area. No major changes in disposition have been reported in the North. Their
HORALE IS HIGH IN VIEW OF THEIR MILITARY VICTORY.

(2) RDF. RDF CONTINUED TO RETALIATE TO RPF FIRES WITH LIGHT MORTARS, BULLETS, AND GAS FIRES. THEY WHERE OBSERVED TO BE TIRED AND FRUSTRATED DUE TO LACK OF FOOD, CLOTHING, BEER AND OTHER WAR SUPPLIERS. RDF HAVE UNDERSTOOD THAT FRENCH TROOPS ARE NOT COMING TO KIGALI TO RESCUE THEM. HOWEVER THEY CONTINUE TO FIGHT BACK FROM THEIR POSITIONS WITH LESS HOPE OF VICTORY. RDF SUSTAINED A LOT OF CASUALTIES IN THE BATTLE OF CAMP KAYIRO. ON THE NIGHT OF 03 JULY 94 RDF HAVE PULLED OUT FROM THEIR POSITIONS IN KIGALI. THEY ARE NOW REPORTED TO BE LOCATED AT 20 KMS NORTH WEST OF KIGALI. THEIR MORALE IS ABSOLUTELY SHATTERED DUE TO THE SERIES OF DEFEAT IN ALL THE FRONTS. DURING THEIR WITHDRAWAL FROM KIGALI THEY LEFT EVERYTHING BEHIND INCLUDING ARMS, AMMUNITION AND VEHICLES. COS RDF IS REPORT TO BE IN GISENTA.

B. RDF

(1) FORCE HQ. NORMAL ROUTINE WORKS WERE CONDUCTED. RDF HAD DETAILED DISCUSSION WITH THE RDF SENIOR OFFICERS ON UNAMIR'S FUTURE REQUIREMENT OF ACCOMMODATION. RDF ACCEPTED MOST OF PROPOSALS. A HIGH LEVEL HUMANITARIAN DELEGATION LED BY 18 GYLFINRE EVANS, HEAD OF UN DEPT AT UK FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE VISITED KIGALI ON A TWO DAY VISIT TO GET THE FIRST HAND IMPRESSION ON THE SITUATION IN RWANDA. FC MET THE FRENCH TROOPS COMMANDER IN GOMA (ZAIEB). GHANBATTI PROVIDED SECURITY AT TAHORO STADIUM, KIA AND FORCE HQ. ALSO PROVIDED PROTECTION AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PERSONS AT KIA AND TAHORO STADIUM. PROVIDED ARMED SECURITY TO THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PERSONS AND THE MOVEMENT OF VISITORS WITHIN KIGALI CITY. TUN COY (-) PROVIDED SECURITY AT HOTEL MARKILIN AND KIA FATAAL HOSPITAL AND PROVIDED PROTECTION AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PERSONS AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL AND HOTEL MARKILIN. ALSO CARRIED OUT ARMED ESCORT DUTIES.

(2) KEHUR. AREA OF OPERATION WAS CALM. CONTINUED TO CONDUCT NORMAL PATROLS. FC DISTRIBUTED UK MEDALS TO AVAILABLE PERSONNEL OF UNAMIR. ACRO VISITED KERAIWA KEALS AND KATUNGA CP/OPS. ACRO ALSO COORDINATED LIAISON TEAM'S ACTIVITIES IN KIENBEKE. MR TEDIA TESHUNE, RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE OF UNDP KAMPALA HAS VISITED THE MISSION AND DISCUSSED WITH ACRO ABOUT TRANSIT MOVEMENT FROM KIENBEKE. THREE HELICOPTERS WERE OPERATIONAL OVER THE PERIOD. CONTINUED TO FLY UNAMIR PERSONNEL AND OTHER PASSENGERS BETWEEN KIENBEKE AND KAGITUNDA. DETAILS OF BORDER CROSSINGS BETWEEN UGANDA AND RWANDA ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(A) UGANDA TO RWANDA

I. VEHs - 253.
II. PASSENGERS - 3987.
III. REFUGEES - 2136.

(B) RWANDA TO UGANDA

I. VEHs - 232.
II. PASSENGERS - 1152.
III. REFUGEES - 801.

HUMANITARIAN AID AGENCIES CONTINUED TO BRING HUMANITARIAN AIDS INTO RWANDA. A TOTAL 295 VEHICLES CROSSED INTO RWANDA FROM UGANDA.

(3) MILOS OF HQ. PLANNING AND REORGANIZATION FOR DEPLOYMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW MANDATE CONTINUED. CONTINUED TO PROVIDE LIAISON WITH RPF AND RGF. MILOS ESCORTED MSF PERSONNEL TO REFUGEE CAMPS WITHIN KIGALI AND ALSO THE ICRC TO EVACUATE CASUALTIES FROM RED CROSS HOSPITAL TO THE KING FAISAL HOSPITAL. PROVIDED TEAMS TO ESCORT CONVOYS TO AND FROM KAGITUMBA, TO ESCORT HUMANITARIAN RELIEF CONVOYS AND VISITORS. PROVIDED MONITORING TEAMS IN REFUGEE CAMPS WITHIN THE CITY. MAINTAINING LIAISON WITH FRENCH TROOPS AND FAIRIAN AUTHORITY IN GOMA.

(4) HUMANITARIAN FORCE STRENGTH. THE FORCE LEVEL AT THE END OF THE WEEK IS AS FOLLOWS:

(A) TROOPS: INF - 352, STAFF - 27.

(B) MILOS: RWANDA - 93, UGANDA(UNOMUR) - 81,
KENYA - 116.

(C) UNCPOL: RWANDA - 0, KENYA - 15.

(5) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. THE FORCE RESERVE STOCK AT THE END OF THE WEEK IS AS FOLLOWS:

(A) RATION - 29 DAYS.

(B) WATER - 15 DAYS.

(C) FUEL - 19,600 LITRS.

4. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE REMAINED SUSPENDED THIS WEEK DUE TO INSECURITY. THE RGF ALSO COMPLAINED THAT THEIR DROP OFF POINT AT KUNDA ON THE GITARAMA
ROAD WAS NO LONGER SAFE DUE TO FIGHTING BETWEEN THE WARRING FACTIONS. THE VACCINATION OF DISPLACED PERSONS CONTINUED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK. ICRC AND KING FAISAL HOSPITALS RECEIVED MEDICAL SUPPLIES. PATIENTS FROM ICRC HOSPITAL WERE TRANSFERRED TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL. HOWEVER MORE PATIENTS CONTINUED TO BE ADMITTED AT THE HOSPITAL DUE TO THE MANY CASUALTIES RESULTING FROM THE CONTINUED FIGHTING IN THE CITY. DURING THE PERIOD, NFP DELIVERED FOOD ITEMS TO DISPLACED PEOPLE AT KIA, MAHORO STADIUM, MERIDIAN HOTEL AND KING FAISAL HOSPITAL. IN THE NORTH, DIFFERENT HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES CROSSED THE BORDER WITH VARIOUS HUMANITARIAN RELIEF ITEMS FOR DISTRIBUTION INTO RPF CONTROLLED AREAS.

5. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

6. CASUALTIES. ON 03 JULY 94 ONE UNHO TEAM WAS GOING TO RGF HQ FOR LIASON DUTIES. ON THE WAY TO THE CITY CENTER THE UNHO VEHICLE HAS FIRED NEAR THE SOPECYA GAS STATION AT 1130 HRS. MAJOR S ANTOCH, UNHCR 708 OF RUSSIA SUSTAINED BULLET INJURY. HE WAS EVACUATED TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL FOR TREATMENT LATER HE WAS EVACUATED TO NAIROBI. THE OFFICER IS IN GOOD HEALTH. ON 26/6/90 JUN 94 ONE JOURNALIST NAIBU JACOBS WAS KILLED FROM ASSOCIATED PRESS WAS SHOT IN THE LEG WHILE STANDING ON THE BALCONY OF HOTEL MERIDIAN. HE WAS IMMEDIATELY EVACUATED TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL FOR TREATMENT AND THEN TO NAIROBI. ON 02 JULY 94 AT 0800 HRS THREE SHELLS LANDED IN THE CITY MARKET CENTRE KILLING 15 PERSONS AND INJURING 25 OTHERS.

7. CONCLUSION. TENSION REMAINED HIGH BEFORE KIGALI WAS CAPTURED BY RGF. THE PERIOD SAT CONTINUED EXCHANGES OF ARTY/HOTAR, HMG AND SAM FIRE BETWEEN THE BELLIGERENTS, THE RPF CONTINUED TO SQUEEZE AND ISOLATE RGF POSITIONS TO TAKE THE CITY BEFORE THE FRENCH SETTLED. THE FRENCH ARE DEPLOYED IN TWO GROUPS ESTABLISHING THEIR HQ IN GOMA. THE FRENCH TROOPS REPORTEDLY HAS NOT ESTABLISHED CONTACT WITH RGF AND RPF. DEMONSTRATIONS AGAINST THE FRENCH INTERVENTION HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN SOME RPF CONTROLLED AREAS. THE FRENCH IN THEIR MARCH TOWARDS BUTARE FACED RPF FIRE. THE SECURITY SITUATION AFTER PULL OUT OF RGF TROOPS HAS IMPROVED TO A GREAT EXTENT. A GHANA MILITARY DELEGATION ARRIVED IN KIGALI ON A FACT FINDING VISIT. THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE REMAINED SUSPENDED DUE TO INSECURITY.